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Does anyone figure out with a good comp yet? I feel like my armies are under the execution Obviously that your main unit will be heavy infantry as your main cohorts follow the Light Infantry as secondary and cavalry for the flanks. Heavy cavalry is great if the supply limit will allow you to get away with it otherwise the
light cavalry will do. It is important that you change each stack of cohort jobs as the default game put archers as a primary and light infantry as a secondary. As soon as I did this, I noticed an immediate drop in losses that I absorbed during each fight. The bulk of your field armies will be heavy infantry with enough cavalry
to cover the flanks, I left it by default 5, and either light infantry or archers to mix it up a bit. Siege stacks can be either a measure or a light infantry if enemy armies have been dealt. Mercenary armies: everything you get. The mercenaries are good because they use an invalid personnel reserve. 4xL.Cav or 2xH.Cav, 6
Archers 5 Heavy Infantry, a bottleneck of tactics. The main force. LCav better against the west, HCav better against the Greeks. 10xLCav, quickly join the fray. Good vs. Archer/L.Inf/Chariots (Barbarians) Cheating or enveloping tactics. Don't actually use a lot of light infantry. It's not worth the labor. But you can get some
free as a loyal cohort. 10x Light infantry in a skirmish is decent for clogging cities. But first you need to get the workforce. I use a stack of 5k, 10k, 15k. 30k, since it is easier to combine (and 30 length battle field) 20 is a popular supply limit in civilized land 10 popular in barbaric lands. The feudal lords. Every one feudal
city has its own 15K workforce base. During the war you can separete the world to all minor minors and check on the feudal vassal. And let them do sieges or carpet sieges. I started just spamming the heavy infantry... works well in almost all combat situations (not literally everything though) and it's easier to manage than
a lot of mixed forces. Your mileage, of course, can vary. Major Army Stacks - 10HI/10Archers/4HC Rapid Occupational Force - 10 LC Road Builders (5 LI) Typically what I roll off. Si Hoc Legere Scis Nimium Eruditionis Habes Fascist: I'm angry about something, but it's hard to articulate what it is. Developer's Diary 13 -
Upper Chamber and Reform - Victoria 2 My 20 Stacks consists of 12 HI, 4 Archers ans 4 LC/HC. Once you get triplex acies it's a steam rink. Up to triplex acies, I would normally like to do 10HI and 4LC, without archers. After the Triplex Acies hits, I think that fits as well, but I have to check. Although Devoras' 20 stack
looks good as well. Originally I did 5HI/5AR/5HC, but I think my 10HI/4LC treats me better and Rome gets a ton of HI Too easy with too much HI. I consider them elite units and have only a limited number on the Legion. Then play a smaller nation like Athens or Megapolis instead of gimping the optimal game But making
the game difficult with my own Rules is the optimal game for me (especially when the game presents very few challenges), the worst kind of game is steamrolling all over the map as quickly as possible. I'm not interested in mine/maxing or WC's. I'll play in small countries later, I play like Rome to learn the game (not that
there's much to learn) and tbh I'm not sure I'm going to start another camapaign with the game as it offers so little variety, taste, challenge or interesting mechanics. It needs so much flesh out that I don't want to have a non-standard campaign experience with lots of big or more historically interesting factions, I wouldn't
start Carthage playing through right now, for example, because the game isn't good enough and there's a better Carthage game out there with mods for older titles such as EBII. Obviously, your main unit will be a heavy infantry as your main cohorts are followed by light infantry as secondary and cavalry for flanks. Heavy
cavalry is great if the supply limit will allow you to get away with it otherwise the light cavalry will do. It is important that you change each stack of cohort jobs as the default game put archers as a primary and light infantry as a secondary. As soon as I did this, I noticed an immediate drop in losses that I absorbed during
each fight. The bulk of your field armies will be heavy infantry with enough cavalry to cover the flanks, I left it by default 5, and either light infantry or archers to mix it up a bit. Siege stacks can be either a measure or a light infantry if enemy armies have been dealt. Wait a second... Isn't that the target of the first line of
skirmishes, so go light infantry or archers? Wait a second... Isn't that the target of the first line of skirmishes, so go light infantry or archers? Line 1: Skirmishes of troops like Velites and Archers. 2nd line: HI obviosuly Flanks: HC/LC depends on your economy and supply restrictions. Line 1: Skirmishes of troops like Velites
and Archers. 2nd line: HI obviosuly Flanks: HC/LC depends on your economy and supply restrictions. Yes, I did like this as a Greek state. In the beginning I was taking the archers (as they default to your starting army), but it was a mistake - of course they do more harm to some units, but suffer a lot of casualties in
return and crappy morale. In addition, archers do not work in the phalanx, while the Light Infantry receives bonuses from it. As far as I'm concerned, the same story is going on for Rome with its manipular tactics. Wait a second... Isn't that the target of the first line of skirmishes, so go light infantry or archers? In the front
row you have to put units that lose more morale than strength. So they retreat before they lose too much manpower and your HI can take over. Archers work very well here, as they suffer 25% of moral Elephants work too since they lose 50% less labor. Do not serve LI in the first line, as they will be the most get killed
before they retreat (they have -25% moral damage). I thought the Measurements were using your own workforce to strengthen? Page 2 I'm not sure about that. Can anyone confirm or fix? Similar combat bonuki, similar units. Phalanx counter triplex, but has a bonus to elefants - and the elefants are a game changer if
you can afford it. In the front row you have to put units that lose more morale than strength. So they retreat before they lose too much manpower and your HI can take over. The archers work very well here, as they suffer 25% moral damage. Elephants work too since they lose 50% less labor. Do not supply LI to the first
line, as they are likely to be killed before they retreat (they have -25% moral damage). Archers will reduce the general morale of the army, their work. Light infantry will at least soften the enemy before the heavyweights come to do the basic work. And the workforce... If you can't afford to completely upgrade your army 2-3
times, you're doing it wrong by declaring war. Primary elephants... they trample archers and light infantry and are great in terms of labor, regardless of tradition. Secondary heavy infantry/heavy cavalry and flank for light mounted troops are usually easy caving because most traditions have good bonuses on them. Kinda
historical as diadochi used the same approach to tactics. Elephants in low supply areas should be avoided, although you can claim the hannibal while conquering the Alps of The Phalanx and shock have the biggest bonus, but against the Greeks I use conversion to fight the phalanx of primary elephants... they trample
archers and light infantry and are great in terms of labor, regardless of tradition. Secondary heavy infantry/heavy cavalry and flank for light mounted troops are usually easy caving because most traditions have good bonuses on them. Kinda historical as diadochi used the same approach to tactics. Elephants in areas with
low supply should be avoided, although you can claim the hannibal by conquering the Phalanx Alps and shock have the biggest bonus of elephants very expensive. For me the usual working line-up was 6 LI/6 HI/4 LH with 2 such armies ideally (as Macedon - available as Siracuse - had to work for this a lot) and slowly
adding the most when the supply limit allows. Descend the general and you may not care about what the enemy will throw at you. In my last game I had access to elefants near the end but didn't bother - there are no such goals. Archers will reduce the general morale of the army, their work. Cohorts die till the last person
will harm your morale more and your ability to fight in the long run. A good soldier doesn't die for his country. He ensures that the enemy dies for him. Light infantry will at least soften the enemy before the heavyweights come to do the basic work. Archers do more damage, as LI has a malus against almost everything
that is not on the flanks. Flanks. Now I'm curious: What do you think is where the archers should be deployed? And the workforce... If you can't afford to completely upgrade your army 2-3 times, you're doing it wrong by declaring war. Have you ever heard of a guy named Pirr? The workforce takes 25 years to fully
recover so only a fool spends more than he absolutely should... Have you ever heard of a guy named Pirr? The workforce takes 25 years to fully recover so only a fool spends more than he absolutely should... I prefer to eat elephants biting from a bite. If my successes don't give me a boost to the
workforce/economic/like, I'm again doing something wrong. Archers do more damage, as LI has a malus against almost everything that is not on the flanks. But now I'm curious: What do you think is where the archers should be deployed? Front line. But, the question in response - what is the purpose of light infantry in
the rear? If the heavy ones get wiped out, everything is so bad that the light infantry has little chance of doing anything. For the flanks, the cavalry would always be better. But, the question in response - what is the purpose of light infantry in the rear? Not all factions have access to iron from the start, and even then HI can
be too expensive to field a full army with them. There is also the problem of exhaustion, but the same can be said about LC and HC. Don't get me wrong: the LI in the first line of work is just fine, but imho archers are better suited for this role. Role.
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